
Surface Drains for Dewatering Sediment Basins

•Trust Faircloth Skimmer, the 

ORIGINAL surface drain for 

dewatering sediment basins

•Easy to install, reliable BMP 

that drains the cleanest water 

from the surface instead of 

the dirtiest water from the 

bottom to reduce sediment 

discharge

•Simple, automatic, gravity 

operation gives uniform flow 

rate – 8 sizes with adjustable 

flow rates

Visit 

www.FairclothSkimmer.com 

for sizing calculator, design 

details, or to place an order

http://www.fairclothskimmer.com/


Skimmer Workshop
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Faircloth Skimmer 

Michael Brewer

CEO



The Faircloth Advantages:

1.Best Design / Highest Quality / Easiest to Maintain

2.Most Trusted and Specified 

3.Excellence in Customer Service



f. Surface Outlets: 
When discharging from basins and 
impoundments, permittees are required to 
utilize outlet structures that withdraw water 
from the surface, unless infeasible.

The EPA’s Construction General Permit 
under the Clean Water Act.

Source:
Code of Federal Regulations
450.21 Effluent limitations reflecting the best practicable technology currently available (BPT).
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/chapter-I/subchapter-N/part-450/subpart-B/section-
450.21 

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/chapter-I/subchapter-N/part-450/subpart-B/section-450.21
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-40/chapter-I/subchapter-N/part-450/subpart-B/section-450.21


Rainwater and Land Development

Ohio's Standards for Stormwater 
Management, Land Development and Urban 

Stream Protection

Chapter 6 — Sediment Control
•Sediment Basin

https://epa.ohio.gov/static/Portals/35/storm/technical_assistance/6-24-09RLDCh6.pdf


Status Quo:  Perforated Riser



Warren Faircloth 
Inventor of the Sediment Basin Skimmer









On the Cutting Edge of 
Common Sense



Faircloth Skimmer 

Product Description
• All skimmers will come with a pre-installed 4” coupler.  For larger size skimmers the coupler is 

sized accordingly.  
• The coupler connects to these galvanized steel nipples which seat to a heavy-duty reinforced 

material handling hose.  These connection points are secured with stainless steel punch lock 
clamps.
o This hose is one of the most expensive components of our skimmer because we 

understand that conditions in these sediment basins can get extreme.  This hose needs to 
be able to flex appropriately and yet maintain its structural integrity for the life of the 
skimmer

o The hose then connects to the barrel pipe.  The barrel pipe should be 1.4 x’s the depth of 
the sediment basin that it is getting installed in.  This provides enough freeboard to keep 
the skimmer on the surface even during high flows and it allows the contractor to pull it 
to the basin slope during maintenance and inspection.

o This pipe is usually supplied by the installer/contractor who can buy pvc locally.  Because 
the barrel pipe is normally between 4’ and 8’ in length, they are expensive to ship and 
often get damaged in transit.  That said, we do have clients that request the barrel pipe 
to be included in their orders.

o The barrel pipe is typically one size smaller than the size of the inlet.  This reduces the 
amount of air in the pipe to make it less buoyant.  For example, the barrel hose for this 2” 
skimmer would be a 1.5” diameter pvc pipe.





• The inlet is protected by an aluminum screen with ¾” square holes, which allows for 
small material to pass through without clogging while preventing larger debris from 
entering.  The square shape is less likely to clog than round penetrations.
o The screen operates with a hinge for easy maintenance and is secured using an eye 

screw that is attached to the inlet by a nylon lanyard.  This prevents the 
contractor/inspector from dropping the screw in the water or mud.  

o The orifice is cut on site using the supplied adjustable cutter.  The orifice size is 
determined by the engineer and is found on the plans. 

o The inlet rotates on a hinge and is set at a specific elevation that does not change as 
the water rises and falls.

o The vent allows air into the plumbing so that the orifice controls the flow rate, not 
the slope of the barrel.

o If the vent were to be closed or blocked it would double or triple the flow rates
o The vents also are marked with a specific color tape for visual identification of its 

size.  The inspector can confirm the skimmer size without having to pull the skimmer 
to the side of the basin.

• The skirts, along with the float itself, provide protection from floating trash and debris
• The float is properly weighted to counteract the buoyancy of the barrel pipe.  It is sealed 

with heavy duty primer and glue.

Faircloth Skimmer Product 

Description, cont’d



What the Skimmer 
DOES  NOT  DO

Make a “hole in the ground” an efficient basin

Allow reduction in the basin’s size because of 
improved efficiency

Overcome inefficiency caused by poor basin design

 “Filter” sediment laden water

Produce clear, clean outflow in clay soils



What the Skimmer Does

Regulates filling to create impoundment for 
gravity settling

Drains the basin from near the surface where 
the cleanest water is located

Drains the basin at a predetermined rate

Allows varying the drawdown time by 
changing the orifice



Improving Basin Efficiency

 Calculate basin volume based on total drainage area 

- not just disturbed area

 Protect basin side slopes with matting and establish vegetation ASAP

 Use a series (typically 3) porous baffles in basin to dissipate energy

 Use flocculants to reduce turbidity in basin (treatment train)

 Use a Faircloth Skimmer as a floating surface drain to create proper 
impoundment, settling, and nearly constant discharge.













Auburn University Testing Facility



Inspection & Maintenance



















Inspection and Maintenance 

 Confirm that the correct skimmer is installed at the correct 
elevation.

 Inspect the sediment basin at least weekly and after each 
significant storm event (½ inch or greater). 

 If water remains turbid in the basin, reapply flocculant as 
specified. 

 Remove and properly dispose of sediment when it 
accumulates to ½ the design volume. 

 Remove trash and other debris from the skimmer, 
emergency spillway and pool area. 



Other Skimmer Designs



 Each skimmer product (and each product size) has a 
unique performance, including the associated hydraulics, 
which is affected by the floatation, inlet, and drain design 
chosen. The discharge rate is dependent on the specific 
product design and can only be determined through 
product-specific testing. 

Presented at IECA 

2015, Portland, OR

EVALUATING FLOATING SURFACE SKIMMERS 

James E. (Jay) Sprague, CPESC
TRI/Environmental – Denver Downs Research Facility, Anderson, SC. 

Joel Sprague, P.E. TRI/Environmental, Inc.
Benton Ruzowicz, CPESC, CESSWI Georgia Soil and Water Conservation 

Commission



Four Skimmers Evaluated for GSWCC 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 12. Summary Data Table – Skimmer Flow Rate, gal/min 

 

Various Skimmers - Flow Characteristics 
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Figure 13. Summary Data Table – Skimmer Flow Rate, gal/min 

 

Various Skimmers - Flow Characteristics 
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Manual for Erosion & 
Sediment Control in Georgia 
- Georgia Soil & Water Conservation Commission



Sizing Calculator





Resources



Hillsborough, NC

Modern Manufacturing and 
Distribution Facility







Inventory On Hand – 
Typically Ship Same Day



Thank You!
Contact us to schedule a 

lunch and learn for your 

organization

Michael Brewer

mbrewer@fairclothskimmer.com 

mobile: 919-622-6439

www.FairclothSkimmer.com 

mailto:mbrewer@fairclothskimmer.com
http://www.fairclothskimmer.com/
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